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Part I 
I. Introduction 
A. Brief Histo~ of Group Accident and Health Insurance 
Accident and Health Insurance was first written in the United 
States about 90 years ago. However, evidences of same form of accident 
and health protection can be traced back to Ancient China. Stories are 
told of how the upper Chinese classes used to pay the doctor as long as 
they remained in good health. The payments would stop, however, when 
they had an accident or became ill. It then became the doctor's respon-
sibility to cure them before he would receive any further payment. 
Accident and health protection could be purchased in England 
as early as the late seventeenth century in the form of a supplement to 
some other policy, such as fire, marine, or life.* 
'!he first company organized to write Health Insurance was the 
Massachusetts Health Insurance Company of Boston. It was formed in April 
of 18L7. The first charter for .Accident Insurance was issued in February 
of 1850 to the Franklin Health Assurance Company of Massachusetts. Al-
though these were the first companies to be granted the privilege of writ-
ing Accident and Health Insurance in the United States, the honor of writ-
the first type of policy which resembles those which are written today, 
goes to the Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford, which started in 
business in 1863.-~ This company continues to be one of the leaders in 
the field today. 
i:- 1, pp. 1-2 
** 1, pp. L-5, 16 
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The growth of Accident and Health Insurance has been very er-
ratic. The first sixty years were limited mainly to writing individual 
policies for loss of time coverage which provided for weekly payments to 
a person when he became disabled as a result of an accident or sickness. 
The demand for this type of protection grew, and many new companies en-
tered the field. The increased competition brought about various modifi-
cations in the contracts, especially in the nature of liberalizing their 
provisions. On the whole, progress was slow. 
The next thirty years brought about greater changes. Companies 
writing Accident and Health Insurance, like all other types of business, 
prospered during the boom years of the late twenties. The annual premiums 
increased from $210,000,000 in 1926 to approximately $217,000,000 in 1931. 
However, the depression also had its effect. Many companies were forced 
out of business, while others experienced a sharp decline in premium vol-
ume. The annual premium for all canpanies dropped to less than $152,000,000 
in 1933·* 
One of the things that the depression brought about was the re-
alization of the need for protection against heavy hospital and medical 
expenses. This initiated the demand for hospital, surgical, and medical 
expense insurance. It also introduced group insurance, because insurance 
companies found that, by extending coverage to large groups of individuals 
under a single contract, they could provide the needed protection at low-
er rates than were needed to provide the same benefits on an individual 
basis. The administrative costs were greatly reduced and the spread of 
* 13, PP• 1610-1612 
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risk allowed for more liberal underwriting practices. As a result, the 
Accident and Health Insurance business once again began to increase rap-
idly. The annual premium amounted to approximately $326,000,000 in 1941, 
and Group Accident and Health Insurance became firmly established. 
Table VII of the appendix reveals the rapid growth that Group 
Accident and Health Insurance experienced during the period 1945 through 
1953. The tremendous increase in the number of policies written, indi-
viduals covered, annual premiums, and average benefit for both employees 
and dependents, is clearly shown. This phenomenal growth can be attri-
buted in a large part to the demands of labor in their negotiations with 
management for better employment conditions in the form of group insurance 
plans, supported in whole or in part by employers as an adjunct to wages. 
This same philosophy brought the passage of compulsory disability benefit 
laws by the legislatures of Rhode Island, California, New Jersey, and New 
York. 
Statistics show that during the year 1953 some 624 insurance 
companies wrote Accident and Health policies and reported a total earned 
premium for the year, of $2 ,220,481,389, of which $1,234,915,090 was coll-
ected under group plans.* 
B. Purpose of This Thesis 
During the formative years, underwriters were handicapped by 
the lack of statistical data on which to base their decisions. In most 
instances, the morbidity experience developed as a by-product of life in-
surance . studies served as a background for Accident and Health Underwriting. 
* 9, p. 3 
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Sound underwriting principles were difficult to establish. 
With today 1s keen competition for the policyholder's dollar, it 
is vitally necessary that detailed statistics be maintained which will 
not only establish the record of past experience, but will also project 
the trends of the future. To be successful in the field, a company can 
no longer use a rule of thumb approach. It must base its policy provi-
sions and rates on true £acts. 
The purpose of this thesis is to approach objectively the pro-
blem o£ determining the statistical requirements of a Group Accident and 
Health operation, and to suggest procedures which will make available the 
data required. The approach will be broad in scope, in order that all 
possible needs may be considered. The procedures will be designed to 
meet nearly every possible requirement. 
It is recognized by the author that certain o£ the steps out-
lined in this thesis would not be economically feasible in operations of 
low volume and in cases where there is a limited spread of risk for cer-
tain coverages. However, as is the case with any procedure, it is expect-
ed that son1e modifications will have to be made to meet individual re-
quirements and to coordinate with established procedure. 
There are probably as many different ways to gather and record 
statistical information as there are companies writing Accident and Health 
Insurance. The methods used depend a great deal upon the size of the com-
pany, the organizational setup, the pre~ium volume, and the value applied 
to company statistical records. 
Basically, however, most companies use either some form of the 
ledger system, punch card system, or a combination of both, with modifica-
12. 
tions designed to fit their individual needs. 
There are several reasons for selecting punch card procedures 
as the statistical media. First, such operations have been proven eco-
no~ical where large volumes of detailed information is involved. Second, 
since Group Accident and Health Insurance is still subject to changes in 
type of plans, the punch card system will allow for the necessary flex-
ibility. ~rd, the punch card system provides for constant control with 
a minimum of clerical handling. Fourth, with the acceptance of electronic 
data processing devices already making rapid progress, it is essential 
that the basic system, which is adopted, be one that will allow for an 
easy conversion. 
13. 
II. Information Desired 
Before a person can plan a trip properly, he must know where he 
wants to go, what he wants to see, and what he wants to accomplish. The 
same thing holds true when it comes to planning and establishing a new 
procedure. Cons~derable time should be spent during the preliminary 
stages to determine exactly what is to be accomplished, and what infor-
mation will be desired by the various departments of a company. Every 
effort should be made to anticipate what information may be desired in 
the future, and to include it in the plans if it can be done without any 
great additional expense. The more that can be incorporated at the be-
ginning, the less chance there will be of having to revise the procedures 
at some future date. 
A. Actuarial Department 
The Actuarial Department requires a great deal of statistical 
data. Like the cost accounting department of a manufacturing concern, 
it is their responsibility to determine the estimated cost of providing 
the different types of coverage, and to establish rates which will allow 
t he company to underwrite the risk on a sound basis. To do this, they 
must analyze both the past and present experience for the purpose of de-
termining the amount of risk involved under various conditions. In order 
to accomplish this, they must receive information in as fine a breakdown 
as accuracy will allow. The data needed falls into two groups - the ex-
posure and losses. 
1. Ex:posure 
The amount of exposure under Group Insurance coverages is meas-
ured by employee counts, and the numbe~ of exposure units they are insured 
14. 
for under the various plans. 
a. Employee Counts 
Employee counts, or life years, as they are sometimes referred 
to, consist of the number of employees insured for each benefit for a 
year. Premium is usual~ collected on the basis of the number of employ-
ees, or employee months, therefore it is necessary to accumulate the 
total for the policy year, or calendar year, depending on the period used, 
and then divide by twelve to arrive at the number of employee units. 
For dependent coverage, the employee unit is also used, because 
it is the employee who applies for the coverage. However, the exposure 
for dependent benefits must be reported according to the following groups 
which are determined by the type of rates being collected: 
Composite Rate - one or more dependents 
Split Rate - one dependent 
two or more dependents 
Multiple Rate - child or children 
spouse only 
spouse and children 
b. Unit of Exposure 
A Unit of Exposure is the measureable unit assigned to each 
major line of coverage. Far example, weekly indemnity benefits are meas-
ured in terms of $10.00 units. The number of units which an individual 
can receive varies according to the type of coverage, and the amount of 
benefit provided. The conditions under which the payments will be made 
also differ, and depend upon the type of plan. These conditions must 
be taken into consideration by the actuaries. Therefore, it is necessary 
that the exposure data be gathered according to the various types of plan 
being provided. 
'lhere are other conditions that can influence the amount of risk 
involved, and the exposure should also be readily available by type of in-
dustry, age groups, and male and female ratios. 
2. Loss or Claim Information 
Loss information must also be furnished for the same periods 
and for the same groupings as the data furnished for the exposure studies. 
It is through the combined analysis of both the exposure and the loss ex-
perience that the actuarial department can determine the amount of pure 
premium involved, and the rates needed to underwrite profitably the vari-
ous types of benefits. Therefore, the following information should be 
available for each of the various types of plans: 
Number of claims involved 
Amount paid 
Number of days disability involved for Weekly 
Inde~Jdty and Hospital benefits 
Type of grouping 
accident and sickness 
employees and dependents 
male and female 
nature of disability 
age of claimants 
B. Underwr;iting Departmen.t 
The Underwriting Department has the responsibility of accept-
ing or rejecting all applications for group insurance, and determines 
what rates are to be charged, based upon the tables which are prepared 
16. 
by the Actuarial Department. After a policy has been accepted, the 
underwriters must keep a constant watch on the experience to see that 
it stays within the permissable loss ratio. Therefore, they are mainly 
interested in information pertaining to the individual policies. They 
must review each policy for experience rating at least twice a year -
once when it comes up for renewal, and then again after the close of a 
policy year. 
1. Renewal Experienc~ 
Each year, prior to the renewal date of the policy, the prerni-
urns collected, and the amount paid out in claims during the first nine 
or ten months of the policy year, must be reported to the underwriters. 
The information must be reported by major line of coverage, separately, 
for both the employee and dependent. wnere there is more than one loca-
tion covered by the master policy, the data should be available by loca-
tion. 
'!here are two ways in which the claim information can be re-
ported. Some companies follow the practice of reporting losses accord-
ing to the date of disability, whereas others report them according to 
the date the payment was made. If the company follows the date of disa-
bili ty method, all claims occurring within a policy year are included in 
the totals for the year. If the date of payment method is used, then 
only the payments made dw-ing the policy year are included in the totals. 
2. Experience Rating 
As soon as possible after the close of a policy year, each 
policy must be reviewed, and experience rated. Therefore, the Under-
writing Division must be furnished ~th information as to the amount o£ 
premium received, and losses paid during the policy year. The infor-
mation has to be reported by line of coverage for both employees and 
dependents, similar to the renewal experience. 
3. Experience Studies 
In addition to knowing what the loss ratios of the individual 
policies are, they must know how the combined experience for all policies 
is running. Therefore, a cumulative monthly report for the calendar year 
should be kept. This would show the premiums collected and losses paid 
by line of coverage for both employees and dependents. The information 
should be sho~n for both the current month and year to date, in order 
that comparisons can be made with past months and years. On occasion 
it will be necessary for studies to be made of the experience for the 
various types of plans that are offered under the major lines. 
c. Administrative Departments 
For administrative control, both the accounting section and 
claim section must keep records of premiums written and claim payments 
made. The information needed by all the other divisions must, in most 
casses, originate from these two sections. It is their responsibility 
to see that all the information is coded and allocated properly. 
1. Premium Records 
Premium records must show the amounts written and the period 
covered for each policy. The total amount must also be split by major 
line of coverage for both employee and dependent, and by class, if there 
are several classes of employees covered under the policy. The number 
of employees insured for dependent coverage, and those insured for em-
ployee coverage, must be shown. 
18. 
In addition to the above, the premium must be allocated to the 
proper type of plan, state, city, sales office, and salesman, which means 
that proper codes must be assigned for identifying purposes. In most compa-
nies, commissions are paid on new business, so it is necessary to distin-
guish new business premiums from renewal premiums. 
2. Loss Records 
Loss records must contain complete information about each claim 
if they are to be of real value. The data must be recorded and available 
for experience studies as soon as possible in order that a close watch 
may be kept on the loss ratios at all times. The information pertaining 
to each claim can be divided into two parts - information about the claim, 
and information about the benefits. 
Information about the claims 
Name of Claimant 
Certificate and policy number 
Employee or dependent 
Classification 
I"..ale or female 
Date of birth 
Nature of disability 
Date of disability 
Accident or sickness 
Information about the benefits 
Amount of claim payment 
Date of payment 
Amount paid under each type- of coverage 
19. 
20. 
-
Number of days of hospital confinement 
Number of days of weekly disability benefits 
Type of plans 
Units of Exposure 
D. General Company 
In most cases, Group Accident and Health Insurance is just one 
of many lines which the company underwrites. This means that detailed in-
formation pertaining to Group operations must be available for use by top 
management. Certain reports must be furnished regularly, and from time 
to time, special studies will have to be made. All reports must present 
a clear picture, and tell management at a glance what they want to know. 
lhey are interested in receiving reports showing the amount of premium 
collected, losses paid, and loss ratios each month and on a year - to -
date basis. They are also interested in knowing the amount of money be-
ing returned to the policyholders in the fonn of premium adjustments and 
dividends, as well as the amounts being set aside for reserves to meet 
future claim payments. The Controller's Department is also interested in 
the above data because the information must be included in the company's 
monthly and annual statements of operations. 
All premium and claim information should be available to manage-
ment by geographic subdivisions and local sales offices. Then, too, it 
is especially useful to the Sales Department in order that they might 
keep a close watch on the type of business being secured by the salesmen. 
For production reports, and payments of salesmen's commissions, premiums 
collected should be split according to new business and old business. 
E. Political Subdivisions and Regulatory Bodies 
Each State, as well as many counties, cities, and towns, re-
quire reports of the amount of premium collected, and losses paid under 
policies written on insured groups coming under their jurisdiction, for 
tax purposes. Some states require other types of information, and as 
more states take a greater interest in Accident and Health Insurance, the 
demands will increase. An example of what can be expected is the data 
that must be furnished to the states of New York and New Jersey in com-
pliance with their statutory benefit laws. 
1. Premium and Loss Information for Tax Purposes 
All premiums and losses must be allocated to the state, and in 
some cases the county, city, and town, in which the policy was issued, for 
the purpose of determining the company's tax liability. This information 
must be available so that it can be reported for the calendar year in 
which the premium was received, and the claim .payment made. 
2. New York Statutory 
The New York Disability Benefits Law requires each carrier to 
file a Quarterly report shm~ng the number of employees in the state of 
New York who were insured by them for statutory benefits during the quar-
ter. This data has to be grouped as follows: 
a. Employees receiving straight statutory benefits and who con-
tributed toward the cost of the insurance. 
b. Employees receiving straight statutory benefits and who do 
not contribute toward the cost of the insurance. 
c. Employees receiving other benefits equal to or better than 
those required by the law, _and who contribute towards the 
21. 
cost of the insurance. 
d. Employees receiving other benefits equal to or better than 
those required by the law, and who do not contribute to the 
cost of the insurance. 
All insurance companies writing statutory policies in the state 
of New York are liable for the payment of an annual assessment which is 
made by the state. The assessment is made to take care of the administra-
tive costs, and to establish a fund out of which benefit payments can be 
made to individuals who may become disabled when unemployed. The assess-
·ment is based upon the amount of taxable wages reported by each company 
to the state as being paid during the calendar year to all employees in-
sured. Each carrier, therefore, must secure and keep a record of all tax-
able wages paid to employees insured under each of their New York Statu-
tory policies. In most cases, the rates are determined from the amount 
of taxable wages paid. 
3. New Jersey Statutory 
Like the state of New York, the state of New Jersey also has a 
statutory benefits law. An annual assessment charge is also made in or-
der to meet the cost of administering the private plans which are pro-
vided by the insurance companies. However, the state of New Jersey handles 
the assessments a little differently. They bill the insurance company di-
rectly, and base the charge on the payroll which was reported by the em-
ployer to t he state during a fiscal year, which runs from July 1 through 
June 30. Therefore, in order to verify this charge, it is desirable for 
each carrier to secure the payroll information for all New Jersey Statu-
tory policies, and record it so that i~will be available when needed. 
22. 
F. Boards and Bureaus 
The more experience information that can be had, or made avail-
able~ the truer the picture will be of what can be expected. However, 
many companies that have entered into the Group Accident and Health field 
have done so only within the last decade or two. As a result, many do 
not have sufficient records available to get a true indication of what 
they can expect if they rely on their own experience. In order to over-
come this~ most carriers belong to one or more of the various bureaus or 
associations which are made up of companies writing Accident and Health 
Insurance. An important function of these associations is to make surveys, 
compile statistical data, and make it available to their members, and other 
organizations. Many states, labor unions, and management groups, have 
looked to the bureaus and associations for the results of their studies. 
Each year the insurance companies receive calls for data per-
taining to their Groups Accident and Health experience for the previous 
calendar year. The reports requested by the Life Insurance Association 
of America, and the Mutual Insurance Advisory Association, are examples 
of such calls. 
1. Life Insurance Association of America 
Table VII of the appendix was prepared by the Life Insurance As-
sociation of America, and is the result of one of their surveys. Each year 
they call upon all insurance companies to furnish them with the following 
information for all new business issued during the previous calendar year, 
and .for all business in force on December 31: 
a. Number of master policies 
b. Number of certificates 
c. Number of individuals covered 
d. Total amount of coverage 
e. Premiums and considerations received 
The following information must be given for each of these ma~or 
lines of coverage: 
a. Group accident and health - weekly indemnity 
b. Group hospital expense - employee and dependent 
c. Group surgical expense - employee and dependent 
d. Group medical expense - employee and dependent 
e. Group major medical expense - employee and dependent 
f. Group accidental death and dismemberment 
In addition to the above, another request is made for informa-
tion showing the number of employees and dependents insured in each state, 
for each of the major coverages. 
2. I1utual Insurance Advisory Association 
The experience information called for by the l~tual Insurance 
Advisory Association, in their survey each year, is limited to Group Acci-
dent and Health or Weekly I ndemnity coverage only. They are interested 
in knowing the number of male and female employees insured during the cal-
endar year for non-statutory and statutory coverage. The statutory cover-
age has to be reported separately for California, New Jersey, and New York. 
This data must be broken down to show the exposure according to the re-
quired waiting period, and the number of weeks for which benefits will be 
paid. 
Loss information must also be furnished for each of the above 
categories, and consists of the number of_disability days incurred, number 
of claims~ and amount of losses incurred. 
Calls for experience information will increase in the future, 
and a statistical plan, when adopted, should be flexible enough to pro-
vide data in a form acceptable to general use. 
The need for country-wide experience for all types of Group 
Accident and Health Insurance, similar to that being gathered for other 
types of insurance, such as Workmen's Compensation, Fire, and Automobile, 
is realized by most of the companies providing group coverage. 
G. S~ag 
The previous sections have outlined briefly the type of sta-
tistical data pertaining to Group Accident and Health Insurance, that 
must be compiled and made available. In order that all the demands for 
inforiTation may be met, the needs must be kept clearly in mind when a 
procedure is developed. Every effort should be made to try and devise a 
system to make all the information easily available. To aid in this work, 
the tables on the following pages summarize the information needed. 
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III. Source o.f In.formation 
Once the task o.f determining the statistical requirements is 
completed, the next step will be to cinsider the sources .from which the 
in.formation will be derived. The data can be grouped into .five main 
categories - in.formation concerning policy bene.fits, premiums, losses, 
loading .factors, and premium returns and reserves. 
A. Polic;y 
All in.formation pertaining to the policy must be furnished by 
the Underwriting Department, because they are responsible .for drawing 
up the contracts. In doing so, they are aware o.f the bene.fits to be 
provided, rates to be charged, and other details, so they can apply the 
proper coding. The in.formation is passed on to the persons who are to 
use it by means o.f a coverage card or code sheet. 
1. Coverage Card 
The Coverage Card, (Form 1.), is designed to .furnish as much 
detail in.formation about the policy as possible. It is used a great 
deal .for re.ference purposes by both the claim section and accounting sec-
tion, because it contains most of the coded and rate information which is 
needed to complete many of their records. 
2. Code Sheets 
The Code Sheets, (Forms 2 & 3), are completed for use by the 
key-punch operator, and are the source of all information to be used in 
the preparation of master cards. The Policy Card Code Sheet, (Form 2.), 
is designed to contain all identifying data that might be desired concern-
the policy. The Code Sheet, (Form J.), is designed to accomplish two 
things. It is used for the preparation _o.f the benefit code card that will 
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be used for gangpunching benefit codes into premium and loss cards. Al-
so, it is used in the preparation of the master cards that will be used 
to punch rates and benefit codes into the premium detail cards which are 
used for company billing. 
B. Premium 
All premium information must originate from the accounting sec-
tion because they are responsible for all invoices and collection of pre-
mium due. Host companies writing group coverage have three methods of 
billing-Home Office Accounting, Self-Accounting, and Statutory. 
1. Home Office Accounting 
Under the Home Office Accounting procedure, all invoices are 
prepared and sent out by the company. The invoices may be prepared on 
electric tabulating equipment, and a premium distribution summary card 
for each class obtained as a by-product of the operation. The premium 
distribution summary card will contain a breakdown by major line of cover-
age. 
2. Self-Accounting 
The monthly premium statements are prepared by the policyholder 
on all risks that are set up on a self-accounting basis. The statements 
do not show the breakdown by major line of coverage. This makes it nec-
essary for a person to determine the proper splits after the statements 
are received in the office. This can be done by taking the rates shown 
on the Coverage Card, (Form 1.), and multiplying them by the number of 
employees shown for each class on the statement. The results are then 
entered on a Premium Distribution Sheet, (Form 4.), which will be used 
as a source document from which premium distribution summary cards will 
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Form L. 
be punched. 
3. Statutory 
The premium for both New York and New Jersey statutory policies, 
in most cases, is based upon the amount of taxable wages paid to employees 
who are insured under the policy. The Employer's Report of Premium, (Farm 
s.), must be completed by the risk, and this is usually done at the end of 
each calendar quarter. These quarterly reports will be checked and then 
used as the source document. 
c. Loss 
The Claim Section, being responsible for the payments of all 
claims, will be the source of all information pertaining to losses. The 
data required can be separated into two parts-that pertaining to the claim, 
and that pertaining to the benefit payments. 
1. Claim Report 
Most of the data concerning the claim is contained on a Claim 
Report, (Form ?.), which is used to record everything that takes place. 
A Claim Report-Short Form, (Form 6.), designed to tie in with the claim 
report which can be completed as a carbon copy when the report is typed, 
can serve as the source for all the identifying information which will 
be contained in the master claim card. 
2 . Drafts 
All claim payments are made by a draft. This Claim Draft, 
(Form 8.), contains the amounts paid under each major line of coverage 
and the total. The company's copy of the original draft can therefore 
serve as the source for all information pertaining to benefit payments. 
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AMERICAN MUTUAL LIABILITY INSURANCE CO. 35. 
Accident & Health Department • 
P. 0. Box 103, Boston 17, Mass. 
In account with I 
L _j 
EMPLOYER'S REPORT OF PREMIUM 
TE: This report, with your remittance check payable to American Mutual for amount shown in Item 6 (e) below, must be re-
ed on or before the last day of the .first month following the close of the calendar quarter shown in Item 1. Information 
wn in Items 1 through 5 should agree with that shown on N.Y. State form TW-5 "Employer's Report of Contributions" 
the corresponding quarter unless certain of your employees are excluded under this policy, in which case show informatio~ 
:aining only to those employees covered by this policy. Please send completed report with your check to the above address. 
~eport for calendar quarter begun_,_,_; ............................................................ and ended .............................................................. . 
Month Day Year Month Day Year 
rotal number of employees insured under this policy during the payroll period ending near-
:st the 15th of each calendar month of this quarter (include those who earned over $3,000). 
rotal number of different individuals earning wages at any time during the quarter (include 
hose who earned over $3,000). 
~otal remuneration for employment paid during this quarter. 
. ESS: Remuneration included in Item 3 which represents amounts in excess of the first 
13,000 paid each worker during the calendar year. 
~ages subject to contribution (Item 3 above less Item 4). 
PREMIUM CALCULATION {See NOTE Below) 
Gross Premium Calculation 
I (a) Wages from Item 5* I (b) Premium Rate 
$ • 
Premium Adjustment, if ant (See Item 7) I· 
Net Balance Due PAY THIS AMOUNT~ 
(c) 
$ 
(d) 
$ 
(•) 
$ 
Number of Employees 
1st Month ....... _ ... _, ___ .......... . 
2nd Month .. '""""'--'"""'""""" 
3rd Month ............... --................ .. 
TOTAL __________ _ 
$ .................. ; .............. - ....................... .. 
$ ........................................................... .. 
$ ................................. _,_ .................. .. 
Gron Premium 
'a Premium shown In Item 6 (C) is calculated by multiplying wages shown In Item ·fl or total number of employees far 3 months shown In Item 1, by the 
premium rate shown In Item 6 (B), whichever Is applicable according to the terms of the policy. This premium Is based on wages paid or numbor of 
employees during calendar quarter shown In Item 1. If premium adjuslment Is made by employer please explain In llem 7. (Remarks) ' 
* If your policy Is written on a Fl r employee basis enter total employees from Item 1, Instead of wages from Item fl. 
'emarks· ~ ............... -.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. __ 
~~ ........................................................................................................................................................... _ ........................................................................................................................................................ .. 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ " 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ .......................................................................... .. 
:erti.fication: To the best of my knowledge and belief I certify that the information contained in this report is true and correct. 
-""'""""""""'"'""""'"' " "" ''' '"""' ' '' 00 '' ''"'""(;·~·;;~~t'"N';;;~~·~{"};i•;~~·;••• • •• •-••• oo•oo•uoooooooo .. uoooo .. ooouooooooooo-
Signature .................................................................................................................................... . 
DDL·NY 
Title ................................................................ ..... D .tl t· ....... .. .................................................... .. 
DIS-295 Rev.·15M·12·52 
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D. Loading Factors 
Most rates are loaded for female exposure and type of business. 
The experience can be affected if a high percentage of females are insured, 
or if the type of business in which the company is engaged is considered 
to be hazardous, or could injure the health of the employees. The percent-
age of females insured can fluctuate a great deal, so once a year, prefer-
ably during the sixth or seventh month of the policy year, an Audit Report, 
(Form 9.), should be sent to all policyholders. The replies would serve 
as the source for the exposure data. 
E. Premium Returns and Reserves 
At the close of each policy year, the Unde~~iting Department 
reviews the premiums and losses for each risk for experience rating. They 
complete an Experience Work Sheet, (Form 10.), wluch shows the amount of 
return or dividend, and any reserve that might be set up. A copy of this 
would serve as the source for any premium returns or reserves. 
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Form 9. 
ABC MUTUAL LIABILITY 
INSURANCE COHPANY 
Hometown, Massachusetts 
PREMIUM ADJUSTMENT PLA.N 
Employer __________________________________ ~Date ________ _ 
Policy No. G;,_ __ _:Policy Year __ From;,_ ___ To ____ _ 
Written Premium --------------
Adjusted Premium {~ --------------
Return ---------------
Paid Claims --------------
Reserves --------------
Retention --------------
Total --------------
runus Last Yr's Reserve --------------
* Adjusted Premium --------------
Form 10. Experience Work Sheet 
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Part II 
I Punch Cards 
After determining the information desired, and the sources from 
which it will originate, the next phase is to determine how the data will 
be handled to obtain the finished products. The punch card, which is used 
in conjunction with the different types of electronic tabulating equipment, 
is considered the best means by which to accomplish the task, when a heavy 
volume of detail is encountered. The number of detail records that would 
have to be maintained would be tremendous if a Ledger or Key-Sort system 
were adopted. A great deal of clerical help would also be needed if the 
company had to rely on individuals to record, sort, and accumulate all 
the statistical data by hand. It was not until the introduction of punch 
card equipment that much of today 1 s accomp~ishments were possible, because 
of the prohibitive expense of clerical procedures. 
A. Purpose 
The punch card serves as a storage unit. All the information 
that will be needed for the various reports is punched or reproduced, in-
to one or more of the cards that are used. Both alphabetic and numeric 
information may be stored in a card, as well as certain control indicators. 
The cards are also used to feed the information into the tabulators, or to 
transfer information into other cards. 
B. Designing the Card 
Most procedures will require several types of cards, and it is 
very important that considerable time and thought be spent in deciding 
what will be punched into the cards, and what fields will carry the infor-
mation. A field is made up of one or more columns depending upon the 
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number needed to record the data properly. ~here different types of cards 
are used, and, in many cases, combined for various statistical reports, 
it is important that all similar data be placed in the corresponding fields 
in all cards. This will make it easier for controlling or sorting common 
types of information. If the cards are to be key punched, the fields 
should be arranged so as to allow the data to be read from left to right 
or from top to . bottom on the source document. The cards must be designed 
to take care of all situations that might arise. That is, the fields 
should contain enough columns to record the maximum amounts of quantita-
tive informati on. 
1. Master Cards 
In many procedures, certain information is repetitive or recurr-
ing, and a great deal of key punching time can be saved if a set of master 
cards is maintained from which repetitive data may be reproduced mechani-
cally. 
a. Policy Card 
A Policy card should be prepared for each policy and contain 
data pertaining to that policy. (Form 11. ). This file would serve as 
a policy index and would be used as heading cards when preparing lists, 
or to supply various types of information relating to the policies. It 
would also be used as a means of transferring certain information into 
other cards. 
b. Benefit Code Card 
Since statistical studies are to be made by the actuarial de-
partment, the benefits provided under the policies must be coded in order 
that the premiums and losses may be properly allocated and grouped. There-
L4. 
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fore, a Benefi t Code Card should be prepared for each class of employee 
insured under a policy. (Form 11.). This file will be used to gang punch 
the benefit codes into the statistical analysis cards. 
2. Premium Cards 
A set of cards must be designed for handling the details pertain-
ing to the premium. Cards will be needed for preparing invoices, recording 
written premiums, and for preparing premium reports for the accounting de-
partment. 
a. Premium Detail Card 
For all invoices that are prepared by the company, a Premium De-
tail Card, (Form 11.), must be prepared for each employee insured under a 
policy. If an employee's dependents are insured, an extra card must be 
prepared to indicate dependent coverage. These cards will be used in the 
preparation of the invoices, printing of lists, and serve as the source of 
certain statistical information relating to employees and dependents. 
b. Premium Distribution Summary Card 
The Premium Distribution Summary Card, (Form 12.), will contain 
information pertaining to the written premium for each class covered under 
a policy. These cards will be used with the Billing Information Cards to 
list the premium written and summary punch the Written Premium Summary 
cards. They will also be used for compiling experience information and 
transferring certain data into the Premium Statistical Analysis Cards. 
c. Billing Information Card 
A Billing Information Card, (Form 11.), must be prepared for use 
in coding and listing the premium written. This card will be used in con-
junction with the Premium Distribution Summar¥ Cards as mentioned above. 
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d. Written Premium. !'~!'Y C~ 
A Written Premium Summary Card, (Form 12.), must be prepared in 
order to record all the premium written. It will be of value in checldng 
premiums when experience reports are run. They can also be used for mak-
ing studies of written pr~~ums. 
e. Heading Cards 
A set of Heading Cards must be punched for each policy billed 
by the company, for use in addressing the invoices. A separate card must 
be prepared for each line of the address. 
f. Sales Commission Card 
The portion of the written premium on which the salesman will 
be entitled to receive commission, must be reported to the sales depart-
ment, and a record kept. The Sales Commission Card, (Form 12.), will be 
used for this purpose. 
3. Loss Cards 
A set of cards must also be designed in order to handle the in-
formation pertaining to the losses reported. Cards will be needed for re-
cording the data about each claim and the amounts paid. 
a. Claim Information Card 
A Claim Information Card, (Form 13.), must be prepared for each 
claim submitted. These cards will serve as the pending claim file until 
the claim is closed. It will be used, together with the Draft Payment 
Card, to list the draft payments, and to transfer information into the 
Loss Summary Card. These cards may also be used for the listing of claims 
whenever requests are received from the policyholder. 
P• Draft Payment Card 
All loss payments are made by draft or check and the amount of 
each payment must be recorded. The Draft Payment Card, (Figure 13.), is 
used for this purpose. These cards will be used with the Claim Informa-
tion Cards as stated above. They may also be used to verify the informa-
tion furnished to the Underwriting Department, and various statistics con-
cerning the amounts paid out in losses. 
c. Loss Distribution Summary Card 
In order for the loss experience to be accumulated, the data 
must be punched into the Loss Distribution Summary Cards, (Form 13.). 
These cards will be used for reporting the loss experience on each risk 
to the Underwriting Department, and transferring information into the 
Loss Statistical Analysis cards. 
4. ~stical Analysis Cards 
To prepare the various statistical summaries that will be re-
quired by the Actuarial Department and the various bureaus and associa-
tions, a special set of cards must be designed, and used for this pur-
pose alone. The amount of information that must be available for both 
premiums and losses can not be punched into a single card. Therefore, 
two cards must be used for both premiums and losses. The Premium Sta-
tistical Analysis Cards, (Form 12.), and the Loss Statistical Analysis 
Cards, (Form 13.), are designed to contain all the statistics that may 
be needed. 
5. Experience Summary Card 
After the close of each policy year, the experience for the 
year is reviewed, and the policy experience rated. The information used 
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·and developed will be of great value in developing the experience picture 
of the policy over a period of years, and therefore should be punched in-
to the Experience Summary Card, (Form 11.). 
6. Miscellaneous Cards 
1here are times when certain information must be gathered, how-
ever, the need or volume would not be great enough to warrant the design-
ing of a special card. An ex&nple of this would be the accumulati on of 
female exposures. In such cases, punch cards with just the numbers and 
columns printed on them could be used. 
C. Multiple Card and Col~ 
The punch cards are printed from an electroplate, to have a 
special plate made up for each of the cards mentioned would be ext remely 
expensive. As a means of reducing the cost several of the cards can be 
combined into one multiple card and then just one electroplate would 
serve the purpose. To do this, the cards should contain much of t he 
same information and in the corresponding fields. The headings for the 
information that would differ would be printed on different lines across 
the face of card. Forms 14-16 show how the various cards that will be 
needed can be combined into 3 cards. 
Color can play a very important part when it comes to design-
ing punch cards. It is used as a means of distinguishing the diff erent 
types of cards especially when a multiple card is used. The card may be 
all one color or contain just a colored line across the face of it. 
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lfANC ii OF fi CE N AME 
CUSTOMU NAME 
MAIL PIOOFS TO 
IMPORTANT - CHECK THE FOL.L.OWING: 
REQUIRE MENTS INTERPRETATI ON 
DAn Is th i s a revi sio n of form in use? ruO .•oO I Stub 0 45-Numerical 0 
Ill. OfF. NO. 
CUST. I'UI. OIOU MO . 
Wh at Is nresent form numb or? ____ _ 
May we scrap old electro? 
lndiute corners to be cut. 
! L••u l1ll Ul u•••t "• .... •• typQ 
24-1'6 ,nell ... •l•ll u •u•in1. ! 
mO•o[J 
U1T IIGIIT 
mnO 0 
..... 0 0 
Consecutive prepunchin g 0 60·Aiphahetical 0 
Repetitive prepunchin a; 0 80-Printin~punch D 
Prenumberin a: 0 l ill h ell '~:~ ~~~t · o~~.·::::~D 
Paddin( 0 End ftrinti•g un 0 tiGH T 0 
Proofs requi red O Typewri ter spacin t 0 
If card Is to be printed on both sides, check styl e. coo•O ru"uuO 
IF CARD IS TO HAVE MARK SENSING, INDI CA 
H(• Must not b e used for ink mark se nsi 
~~f) 
* c::=::::J c4:::J 
I SHORT -CARD LAYOUT I INSTRUCTIONS 
1) O!UIM!Nl SHOtT CAI O CO lU MN NUMIIIS IT l rFEII ING TO 
G UI Ol AN O COLUMNS I' I IHUO IHOW . US .UU COlUMN l A NGE IS 
ESTA iliSH!O IT' THE CAI'ACITT lO C.lTIOH ON IA CH SlOE O f GUIOf . 
EXAMPLE< ON A JO.COLU MN CAIO , USAilE COL UMNS All l6. SS. 
ll CUT OUT Tilt SUIP' 0, COlU MN NUMIIIS. 
)) PASU THE Sft ll' OH THE lAYOUT fOIM IN OUIUD LOCATION 
fOI THf SICOIT CA.o(O. 
4:1 l Ull ENOS Of SHOU CAIO l 1/ 1 COlUMNS lfTONO THl SUIP 
Of COlU MN HU.MIUS . 
S) OITUM IN ~ MAliC UNSE I'OSiflONS , IF AN T. &T A.SSOCIATING 
STill' NUMIUIS WITH CAIO lAYOUT POSITIONS. EXAMPLE : ON JO 
• COlUMN CAIO. M. S. POSITIONS 9 - 11 AU USAIU . 
~~ 
T~ 
SCALE APPROXIMATELY D 
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REQUIREMENTS 
IMPORTANT - CHECK THE FOLLOWING : 
INTERPRETATION 
DATl Is thi s a revision of form ii'l use? usO !IoO St ub 0 45-Humerica/ 0 
' 
Consecuti ve pr epunchin a: D 60·Alphabetical DI IFC AR. DISTOH AV EMARKSENSING,INOICA 
IIIAHCH OFf iCE HAM E II. Off . NO. What i s presen t fo rm number? _ _ __ _ Repetiti ve prepunching 0 80-Printin i punch 0 (* Must nor be uud for ink marie sensil 
May we scrap old electro? m0"0 
CUSTOMU HAM! CUST. PUit. O lOU NO. un rnoNt 
Indicate corners to be cut. mu D D 
MAll Pl O OU TO [l;;.·; .. ~:~·.::·.:~·:7;~~:. ·~:~~~:. :~r· low•• o o 
Prenumb e ring 0 Bill Fttd '~·.~ ]~:t ' 0~;.~ 11::;0 
Padd in i 0 EndPrin t ing LlfTOWolirO 
Proofs requir ed 0 Typewriter spJcint 0 
If card is to be printed on both sides, che ck style. •oo•O tuMu•O 
c::::.:? ~A? 
* c:=::::) c 4 ~ 
Sf~ 
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I SHORT CARD LAYOUT I INSTRUCTIONS I) DlTEIMIN~ SHOtT CA l O CO LUMN NUMIUS I! iiHUtLNG TO GUIDE AND CO LUMNS Pll NTED IUOW . IJSAILE COLUMN tANGf IS ESTAJLISHID IY THE CAI'AC IT'Y lOCATION ON ~ ACtl SIDE Of GUIDE. f XAMPU: ON A 30-CO LU MN CAtO, USAILE CO LUMNS AIH 1&-H. 
l } CUT OUT TN! STill' Of COlUMN NUM&fC::S . .SJ OfT UMI NE MAitl( S£NSE I'OSLTIONS, IF ANY, liT ASSOCIATING 
ll I'AS U TH f STill' ON THE LA TOUT fOIM IN OU IRfO LOCATION STill' NUMIIEIIS WITH CAIO LA'I'OUT POS if iONS . EXAMI'U: ON lO 
fOI THE SHOll CAiiD. • COLUMN CAIO, M. S. I'OSITIONS 9-11 ARE USAIU . 
4) lUll ENOS OF SHOtT CAID 11/2 'CO LU MNS IJE'I'ONO THE STitll' 
SCA LE APPR O XIMATELY Ot 
SIZEi ACTUAL CARD SIZE J.y .. ' Of CO LUMN HUMIUS. 
SHORT CARD COLUMN GU IDE 
CUT. OUTS FOR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
PASTING 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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II. Procedures for Getting Information Into the Cards 
All the information in a punch card must either be key punched 
from a source document or be transferred from other cards or tapes by one 
of several automatic methods available. Cards should be verified after 
they are punched in order to insure the accuracy of all future reports. 
Cards that are key punched must be checked with the source documents, 
while cards that are reproduced mechanically may be checked by automatic 
ccm1paring or balancing to predetermined control figures. 
A. Control Sheets 
The accuracy of the various reports and studies will not de-
pend alone on the accuracy of the transcribed data in punched hole form, 
but also on the fact that all required transactions have been included in 
the preparation of each report.* To insure this, the accounting and claim 
sections will group and total all source documents before sending them to 
be key-pQ~ched . The total will be entered on a control sheet and the con-
trol number assigned to the group. As each group is processed, the number 
will be punched into the cards and tabulated and balanced against the con-
trol sheet. 
* 4, p.4 
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B. Flow C~~~ Symbo~! 
The following symbols-r.· will be used to identify the steps in-
volved in the various procedures that will follm-r. 
~ 
L CJ 0 ( ) 
Auxiliary Clerical 
Report File Machine Function 
( I D 0 D 
Source Sorter Accounting 
Punch Card Docwnent Collator Hachine 
0 CJ 0 
Transmittal Key Punch Identification 
* 6, p.lO 
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c. Master Cards 
1. Policy Card and Billing Information Card 
1. Policy Card key punched from 
c .. ~r: Code Sheet, (Form 2. t 
sh .. .:. r prepared by Underwriting 
Department 
0 2. Punching verified 
3. Sort by policy number 
0 4. Interpret Punching s. Billing Information Card 
reproduced and verified 
6. Interpret Punching 
:8;;;,;1 .c;.-~;,.nt#T;;. ~----~ 
r'.c.~./ 
2. Heading Cards, Benefit Code Card and Monthly Premium Card 
~~...;.. e;,~,.'f 
r,·;~ 
S~ee.r 
Oto~a ~.f.7' r.t11 
C~&o~"-..1 F.l-. 
0 
0 
/f..,lJf P'"",, .. ~ 
{c:a,..,t r;·t. 
1 . All three cards key punched from 
same code sheet, (Form 3. ), 
prepared by Underwriting Depart-
ment 
2. Punching verified 
3 Interpret punching 
57. 
c.,,.,""'"r 'E;t/,;,t 
D , Prerni urn Cards 
s.tr Ace oun -r,n~ 
sra.r...r..-y 'Bi lling 
' CJ--- t~<~-1- '---- ~ , " - ~ 0 
C~tc i! 
~ .. -r 
I 
I 
c:.,., (r, /.S'eef 
~ 
0 
1. C01r.pan,y Billing Premium Distribution Sumrr.ary Card 
summary punched when invoices are prepared. Con-
trol number gang punched 
2 . Check list printed and cards verified 
J, 
L. 
s. 
6. 
Self-Accounting Premium Distribution Sunmary Card 
and SaleS!I!en CO!l!II'.ission Cards key punched froo: 
prem.ium distribution sheet. (Form u.) . Statutory 
cards key punched from quarterly reports. (Fom 5.) 
Punching verified 
Interpret punching 
Cards sorted into policy number order 
7. Cards matched and merged with Billing Infonnation 
cards 
8. Written prerr.ium list printed and Written Premium 
~\Jm.ma~ Card summary punched - Total balanced to 
contra sheet 
9. Cards separated and sent to file except Premium 
Distribution Sumrr.ary Cards which will be held 
until Statistical Analysis cards are reproduced 
(See Section F) 
\1'1. 
o:> 
• 
I C/c,,;, J .. r.-. I 
I 
I 
1 c, •. ,.;. rc.T,;,. I 
E. Loss Cards 
-... G' '-tr 
. '' 
- ' 
0 
0 
c,.f;~l S''u r 
•• 
1. 
2. 
Clai."'l I nformation Card key punched from clai:n 
notice, (Forn 6. ) 
Punching verified 
3. Cards s orted into c1ai.'ll n1L11ber or der by pc2.icy 
4. Cards pu~ in pecding claim file until :lai.~ clos-
ed 
5. Draft Fay::.e:1t Card key punc:-ed f r om copy c: d:-aft 
{Form 8.) , total of contr ol t ape accompa!1;:;i ng 
drafts posted "o control s~ eet 
6 . Punching ve!"ified 
7. Cards sorted i:.to cl .liE! n::.."lber or der by policy 
8. Draft payment cards matched and merged w~th 
Claim I nformation Card 
9. Losses paid listed and Loss Distrbution Sur.:r::ar y 
~ pu."'lched . Total "bal~nced to control s~1 eet 
10. Cards separated ar.d sent t o file exce;ot i.css ::cs-
t ribution S~ar.1 Ca:-d.s ~t.1ich "rill Oe t:eld until 
Statistical Ar.alysis cards are rep!'oduced (See 
Section F) 
\.11. 
'-0 
• 
F. Statistical Analysis Cards 
f...~ 
0 
1. Premiwn Statistical Analysis Cards No. 1 & 2 re-
produced from premiwn Distribution Swnm.ary Card. 
Two cards must be reproduced i:f all coverages are 
to be used in statistical analysis 
2. Premiwn Distribution Summary Cards filed by policy 
number according to policy period 
3. Loss Statistical Analysis Cards llo. 1 & 2 reproduc-
ed from Loss Distribution Summary Card. 
4. Loss Distributicn Summary Carda filed by policy 
number into .policy period in wbich payment was made. 
5. Premium a."!d Loss Cards tabulated and totals balance 
w~th ccntrol sheets 
6. Sort according to class and policy number 
7. }mtch and merge with Benefit Code Cards 
8. Gang punch benefit codes into statistical cards 
9. Separate cards and send to files 
C1' 
0 
• 
,,"(.,. .. .f 
f7tqc.rtc..;.:c 
'fc~,.. ... , 
JUt 
G. Experience Summary Card 
(ht<ll'•t-w.,.,f, .. l 
'!J~d'·~ '"I 
£Y;e,..,~,.,. 
w ...... ~ 
sf.c.cr 
0 
0 
1. 
2. 
Experience Summary Card 
key punched from Experience 
Work Sheet (Form lU) 
Same Control number dupli-
cated into all cards in 
same batch 
Punching visually checked 
with work Sheet 
3o Cards sorted into policy 
number order 
4. Cards matched and merged 
With Billing Information 
Card 
5. List printed showing policies 
entitled to experience 
r eturns . Totals balanced 
to control sheet 
6. Cards separated and sent to 
file. 
?:J, 't;";t .t:;.y:;,,,];;'i. 
Ca.-... c/ 
'l:Jil/1'1~ Z:~o.f;.,.M4/;; 
~d p;;~ 
@ 
61. 
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III Reports 
The reports that must be furnished will depend upon what is re-
quested by the various departments and outside agencies. However, if the 
information is punched into the cards, there should be little trouble in 
obtaining the information when it is needed. Certain reports such as 
trend and risk experience data will be required regularly. Standard pro-
cedures should be established and followed, so that the reports will be 
completed on time, in the simplest and most economical way possible. 
Most of the requests from the actuarial department, and the various states 
and bureaus, will be received periodically and will vary; therefore, spe-
cial procedures will have to be set up at the time of the request. 
A. Trend Reports 
A year to date record of premium written and losses paid for 
each major line of coverage~ for both employees and dependents, should 
be kept. Such a report will indicate the loss ratio trend and will keep 
management informed as to what the experience is for all major lines of 
coverage. 
1. Procedure 
The premium and loss distribution summary cards contain the in-
formation needed. After the written pre~ium listing and losses paid list-
ing is run, the cards will be sorted by control groups according to em-
ployees and dependents, and a tabulated report prepared showing the totals 
for the various coverages. The totals will then be posted to the premium 
and loss control sheets. At the end of each week or month the columns 
will be totaled, and the trend report prepared. 
2. Form 
-Pte"''"..., ~~ /...,r 
'lJts{rd.--.1/.;, 
Sv.,.. "'"'''I (o~rJ 
(1) Sort cards so employees and de-
pendents will be together by cen-
tral groups. 
(2) Group print breakdowns for em-
ploye~ and dependents by con-
trol mnnber. 
(3) Balance combined totals to con-
trol sheet and post breakdown 
totals. 
(4) Columns in control books totaled 
and trend report prepared. 
Although no preprinted form will be necessary for the final re-
port, the breakdown will be posted to the premium and loss control sheets, 
(Forms 17 & 18). The control she~ts are designed to show the totals for 
each major line of coverage, as well as the canbined total. In this way, 
whenever a statistical study is made for certain coverages, predetermined 
totals will be available for checking purposes. 
B. Risk Experience 
The premium and losses for each risk must be reported to the 
Underwriters at least twice a year prior to anniversary for renewal pur-
poses and after the close of the policy period for experience rating. 
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1. Procedure 
The premium and loss distribution summary cards will be used. 
They will be kept in separate £iles, in policy number order, according 
to the policy period, until they are combined and used £or compiling 
the renewal in£orma tion. The cards will then be kept together until it 
is time to run the £inal reports £or experience rating; at which time 
the premium and loss cards £or the remaining months o£ the policy year 
will be matched and merged. 
66. 
a. Reneual Experience 
1fentuutf 
£xp~rl~llt:t:. 
~s.s o,sfrttl' 7;JJ, 
Su.,., ~we~ y C .. ,..J 
?t e.tr, li.o.m ct.. J..a$' s-
1J ,51 r(~ lfo n (;,:;J~ 
(1) Premium distribution cards separa-
ted by employee and dependentso 
(2) Hatch and merge b.:i.ck into policy 
mnnber or der. 
(3) Match and merge behind heading 
cards. 
(4) Loss distribution cards separated 
by employee and dependent. 
(5) Match and merge back into policy 
number order. 
(6) Hatch and merge ahead of experi-
ence cards. 
(7) Heading and premium cards matched 
and merged ahead of loss and ex-
perience cards. 
(8) Tabulate renewal experience. 
(9) Separate heading and experience 
cards from premium and loss cards. 
Premium and loss cards kept to- · 
gether in file until they are 
needed for experience rating in-
formation. 
,£',c.per/< nee 
'Ra-(,:.,1 
1nF-r r>,rJZ n 
b. Experienee Ro.tine 
I..J, s s 'D iffrl6ufJ11 A 
S' ... m n-. <t.r y Ct,.d 
(l) l~rernium distributi on cards s epara-
ted .. by employee and dependents. 
(2) Hatch and merge back into policy 
number order. 
(3) Hatch and rr..erge behind heading cards. 
(l~) Loss distribution cards separated by 
employee and dependents. 
(5) l"iatch and merge back into policy 
nunber order. 
Batch and merge in front of experi-
ence surnrr·ary cards. 
(7) Heading and premium distribution 
cards matched and merged in front 
of loss, distribution, and experi-
ence cards. 
(8) Premimn and loss distribution used 
for renewal experience matched and 
merged with current cardso 
(9) Tabulate experience information. 
(10) Separate heading and experience 
cards from pr emium and loss cards 
which will be kept together and 
sent to the closed files. 
Pn? Ill _., , <~-/...., s- r 
Cards - fl-,-c.l F:le 
2. Form 
The risk experience sheet, (Form 19.), is used for reporting 
the information to the underwriters. It will be completed automatically 
as the cards are tabulated. 
By keeping the premium and loss distribution summary cards 
filed in policy number order and according to the policy year in which 
the premium was received and loss paid, the cards will be readily avail-
able for any special analysis runs which may be requested by the risk or 
underwriter. 
c. Actuarial,. Boar~s, and B~~ 
The statistics which will be called for by the Actuarial De-
partment, or the various boards and bureaus, will vary a great deal, and 
depend upon the type of study they are making. In near~ every case, 
the information will be stored in either the premium or loss statistical 
analysis cards. The procedure to be followed for getting the information 
out of the cards will have to be determined at the time the request is 
received. Most of the outside agencies will furnish forms to be used in 
reporting the data. 
D. Political Subdivisions and Regulatory Bodi~ 
The inforn:a. tion needed for the completion of the various forms 
that have to be filed with the different political subdivisions and reg-
ulatory bodies will be found in the written premium or draft payment cards, 
but in some cases the statistical analysis cards may have to be used. 
Again the procedure to be followed will have to be determined when the in-
formation is requested. 
70. 
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E. Special 
After the information has been punched into the cards, they 
should not be filed away and forgotten. The more use that can be made 
of the cards and equipment the more value will be received for every 
dollar spent. In every organization there have been times when certain 
statistics had to be gathered. A clerk would spend hours trying to get 
them from the files, only to discover later that it could have been ob-
tained very easily from the punch cards. It is through the preparation 
of these special reports that a punch card system will begin to pay 
extra dividends if the reports are justified and serve a useful purpose. 
Therefore, the various departments should be· informed about the type of 
information that is available in the cards, and be given the opportunity 
to make use of them if and when they can be of value to them. 
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IV Cost of EPerati~ 
Fairly accurate cost estimates may be made by any company plan-
ning the installation of a punch card program. The cost will vary widely 
from company to company, depending on the volume of work to be handled, 
and the extent to Which a program is developed. By taking a hypothetical 
case and outlining the method used to arrive at the approximate cost, a 
company, by following the same steps, can then determine what the cost 
would be for them. 
A. Card Volume 
The machines, material, and personnel needed, will depend upon 
the volume of cards to be handled and processed each year. Therefore, 
the first step will be to estimate the quantity of each type of card 
needed. 
Table III shows the number that might be used by the ABC Mutual 
Liability Insurance Canpany, with two thousand group cases in force, and 
handling appraxima tely fifty thousand claims a year. It is estimated 
that five hundred policies are billed by the company, with an average of 
two hundred insured for employee benefits, and one hundred for dependent 
benefits. Also, there is an average of four classes per policy and two 
and a half drafts per claim. 
72. 
ESTIMATED CARD VOLUME 
Type of Card Prepared By Total 
Ke;y: Punch Re;eroducer 
Policy Card 200 1,800 2,000 
Benefit Code Card 8,000 8,000 
Premium Detail Cards 150,000 150,000 
Premium Distribution Summary Card 72,000 24,000 96,000 
Premium Statistical Analysis Card 192,000 192,000 
Billing Information Card 2,000 2,000 
Written Premium Summary Card 24,000 24,000 
Heading Card 2,000 2,000 
Sales Commission Card 3,000 3,000 
Claim Information Card 50,000 50,000 
Draft Payment Card 125,000 125,000 
Loss Distribution Summary Card 125,000 125,000 
Loss Statistical Analysis Card 250,000 250,000 
Experience Summary Card 2~,000 
618,800 
2,000 
Ll2,2oo 1,031,000 
Table III 
B. Machines 
Ther e are two companies that have specialized in punch card 
equipment - International Business Machines and Remington Rand. The pro-
cedures that have been outlined were proposed with the thought of using 
IBM machines, and the cost will be based on their use. However, with a 
few modificati ons, there is no reason why either Remington Rand, or possi-
bly some of the newer machines that are being developed by other companies, 
cannot be used. The machines that will be needed and the annual rental 
for each are as follows: 
1. Key Punch Machine 
It will be necessary to have two 024 Key Punch machines that 
rent at $420 per year. An operator can average 8,000 strokes per hour, 
so if each card has an average of 50 columns punched it would take 
-approximately 2576 hours to produce the 412,200 cards. Figuring on a 35 
hour work week there would be only 1820 hours in a year. 
2 • V erif'ier 
To insure accuracy, all punching must be verified., so an 056 
verifier will be needed. '!hey rent at $420 per year. Only one machine 
will be needed because all the cards that are punched will not be veri-
fied in this manner. 
3. Reproducing Punch 
It is estimated that 618,800 cards will be either summar,y punch-
ed or reproduced., so a 513 Reproducing Punch will be needed at an annual 
rental of $1020. '!his may seem rather expensive but it must be realized 
that all reproduced cards will be punched and verified at the rate of 100 
cards per minute, and those that are summary punched are produced auto-
matically as by-products of other operations being performed on the tabu-
lator. 
L. Alphabetic Interprete! 
Certain information in the cards should be interpreted for ease 
in handling. This calls for the use of a 552 Alphabetic Interpreter and 
the rent is $900. Being able to interpret what is punched into the cards 
will enable them to be used for reference purposes. This will be especial-
ly helpful in the case of the policy cards and claim information cards. 
5. Sorter 
All cards will have to be arranged in various sequences for 
filing or the preparation of report. By making use of an 082 Sorter, 
which rents at $720 per year, the sorting operations can be done auto-
matically at the rate of 650 cards per minut~ for each column sorted. 
74. 
6. Collator 
In many of the operations, two or more groups arranged in proper 
sequence will have to be interfiled, or certain cards selected. This can 
be done very rapidly, without disturbing the order of the files, by the 
077 Collator which rents for $960 per year. To insure accuracy, this 
machine can also check to see if the cards are in proper sequence and 
thereby discover any cards that might be misfiled. 
7. Alphabetic Accounti;ng Machine 
All the equipment mentioned above is either used to produce or 
prepare the cards to be used in the preparation of the reports or statis-
tical studies which will be completed on a 402 Alphabetic Accounting 
Machine. The annual rental is $;4, 740. 
B. Summary of Machine Costs 
The annual rental will be a fixed charge, in addition to which 
there will be an initial expense for the control panels that will be 
needed. Also there is a ten per cent Federal Tax on all charges. 
75. 
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MACHINE COSTS 
No. Machine Annual 
Rental . 
2 024 Key Punch $ 840.00 
1 056 Verifier 420.00 
1 513 Reproducing Punch 1,020.00 
1 552 Alphabetic Interpreter 900.00 
1 082 Sorter 720.00 
1 077 Collator 960.00 
1 402 Alphabetic Acctg. I'1a.chine 4.!740.00 $ 9,6oo.oo 
10% Tax 960.00 
Total Fixed Expense $1o,56o.6b 
Control Panels 
5 402 Permanent 390.00 
3 402 Flexible 264.00 
8 513 Permanent 240.00 
1 513 Flexible 42.00 
1L1 552 Permanent 420.00 
3 077 Permanent 90.00 
1 077 Flexible 42.00 
$ 1,488.00 
10% Tax 148.80 
Total Initial Expense 1 1,636.80 
Table IV 
c. Personnel 
The success of this operation will depend a great deal upon the 
caliber of personnel hired to fill the various positions. The annual rent-
al for the machines is a fixed expense, which means that the operators 
should be capable of getting the maximum use from them. 
1. Supervisor 
The supervisor will be responsible for all the personnel and 
work of the unit. His duties will be: 
a. To hire and train all personnel 
b. To plan and schedule all work 
c. To diagram all difficult wiring 
d. To prepare all job instructions 
e. To see that all machines are properly cared for 
f. To work with other departments to ascertain their needs 
2. Tab Opera tor 
The tab operator will be responsible for the running of various 
jobs through the tabulator and other machines. His duties will be: 
a. To run all jobs through the machine 
b. To wire all boards from diagramSand prepare simple wir-
ing diagrams 
c. To supervise the work of the assistant tab operator 
d. To understudy the work of the supervisor 
3. Assistant Tab Operator 
The assistant tab operator will be responsible for the handling 
of all cards under the supervision of the tab operator. His duties will 
be: 
a. To prepare the cards for the various jobs to be run 
b. Understudy the work of the tab operator 
4. Key Punch Opera tor 
There will be three key punch operators who will be responsible 
for key punching and verifying all information key punched from the source 
documents. Their duties will be: 
5. Clerk 
a. To key punch information from source documents on 024 
Key Punch 
b. To verify punching on 056 Verifier 
Two clerks will be needed to handle all the clerical functions 
necessary. Their duties will be: 
a. To maintain all punch card files 
b. To balance and post all totals to control sheets 
c. To verify all punching that will be done visually 
d. To type or complete all reports 
e. To assist wherever needed 
6. Summary of Personnel Costs 
The salaries to be paid will depend upon the prevailing schedules 
being used by other companies in the area. However, the salaries should be 
above the average in order to attract the type of person that will prove to 
be a steady and efficient employee. 
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No. 
-
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
PERSONNEL COSTS 
Job 
Supervisor 
Tab Operator 
Ass•t Tab Operator 
Key Punch Operator 
Clerks 
Approximate Total 
Table V 
D. Materials and other Equipment 
Annual 
Cost 
$ 3,600 - $ 4,000 
3,200 - 3,600 
2,600 - 3,000 
7,200 - 8,400 
4,000 - 4,800 
$20,600 - $23,800 
$22,200 
The cost of the materials and other equipment must be estimated 
also. 
1. Iviaterials 
The materials needed will be punch cards and forms. It is esti-
mated that the volume of cards will be about 1,031,000 annually. Allow-
ing for spoilage would bring the total to about 1,100,000. The price is 
$1.23 per thousand which makes a total cost of $1,353.00. There will be 
an init.ial expense of ~;115.50 for three electroplates which will be used 
to print t he cards. 
Some of the forms will be standard, while others will be pre-
printed. The annual cost should run approximately $1,000. 
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2. Equipnent 
The following equipment will be needed and the cost will be an 
initial expense. 
15 Card Files 
Panel Storage Racks 
Card Tray Truck 
Miscellaneous 
$2,600.00 
200.00 
45.00 
155.00 
$3,000.00 
E. Summary of Costs 
Table VI summarizes what the approximate cost will be to the 
ABC Mutual Liability Insurance Company. 'Ihe volwne of cards to be handled 
will not utilize the machines to their full capacity. By knowing the speed 
of each machine and analyzing the number of cards that will be put through 
for each job, the work loads can be computed. To perform the jobs described 
in the flow charts on the tabulator would take about seven hundred hours a 
year. The time needed for the other machines would be considerably less. 
This means that over fifty per cent of the machine t:ilne will be available 
for statistical studies, various listings, and other special reports. If 
they do not take up the balance of the time, then some other procedures 
might be changed over to punch cards to make use of the remaining t:ilne. 
'Ihese facts should be kept in mind in determining whether or 
not it would be economically feasible to adapt punch card methods to pre-
sent statistical procedures. Also the fact that companies will probably 
be called on to furnish even more statistical information in the future 
should also be given consideration. 
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Machine Rentals 
10.% Federal Tax 
Salaries 
Materials 
Control Panels 
10% Federal Tax 
Electroplates 
Other Equipnent 
COST OF OPERATIONS 
Annual Expense 
Initial Expense 
Table VI 
$ 9,600.00 
960.00 
22,200.00 
2,353.00 
$35,113.00 
$ 1,488.00 
1L8.8o 
115.50 
3,000.00 
$ L,752.30 
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V. Conclusions 
Today, Group Accident and Health Insurance occupies a position 
of major importance in the field of insurance. This is the result of its 
rapid growth over the past two decades, which has probably not been e-
qualed by any other line of insurance. During this period, many of the 
problems fa~iliar to a rapidly expanding industry were encountered and 
brought t0 logical conclusions, in most cases. However, the answer to 
the problem of developing a statistical program that will provide all 
the necessary data needed for the proper administration of this type of 
coverage is still lacking in many of the companies now writing Accident 
and Health Insurance. 
The long established procedures being followed in other lines 
of insurance can not be easily adapted. The lack of standardization in 
policy provisions and benefit payments makes this impossible. As new 
carriers entered the field, many modifications to already existing plans 
were introduced as a means of gaining a competitive advantage. As a re-
sult, Accident and Health Insurance has become a unique and complex busi-
ness. Companies still continue to develop their policies as competition 
dictates. The rates charged are, in many cases, based upon individual 
judgments or past experience of similar plans, instead of pure premium 
costs. This method will probably continue to be used until adequate 
statistics are made available either by the carriers themselves or by 
some trade association or rating bureau, similar to what is being done 
in other lines of insurance. 
To accomplish this, it is felt that a certain amount of stand-
ardization of coverages must take place, bpth within each company, and 
~. 
throughout the industry. '!here is no doubt that if such a standardization 
should take place, the problem of compiling statistics on both a company 
and inter-company basis would be greatly simplified. However, the need 
for accurate statistical information is growing, and steps should be taken 
to compile the data now, instead of at same future date, even if it is on-
ly for company use. If a manufacturing concern is going to stay in busi-
ness, they must know what the cost is for producing their product, so 
they can sell it at a price that will insure a profit. '!his holds true 
for companies providing group insurance. They must know what the cost 
is for them to provide various kinds of benefits, in order that they can 
determine the correct rates to be charged. As the coverages become more 
complex in the future, the harder it will be to determine the costs if 
adequate records are not available. This is being evidenced at the pre-
sent time in the case of Major Medical Expense coverage. The demand for 
such protection has increased rapidly during the past few years, and most 
carriers are hesitant in providing such coverage because of the lack of 
statistical data required for determining the rates to be charged. How-
ever, with the public demanding such protection, and the Federal Govern-
ment making a strong effort to develop a plan that will bring it about, 
the companies have no alternative but to provide the coverage, at a rate 
which will be reasonable to the insured, and be profitable for the com-
pany. 
The purpose of this thesis has been to develop a statistical 
program that will meet the needs of most companies. The procedures to 
be followed have been explained in rather complete detail in order to 
show how this can be accomplished in an efficient and economical way 
through the use of punch card method and equipment. This program will 
meet present needs, and it will prove flexible enough to meet the future 
demands. By being able to identify properly the different coverages, 
the amount of exposure for such protection, as well as the premiums writ-
ten and claims paid, can be compiled for any given period. With this in-
formation, it will be possible to determine the pure premium costs and 
the true experience. 
The problem of gathering statistics on an industry wide basis 
is recognized as being one of great importance and value to the future 
growth of Group Accident and Health Insurance throughout the industry, 
and it is being given serious thought by several of the insurance asso-
ciations. In order to meet this problem, the many variations found in 
the different lines of coverage must be properly identified so that the 
statistics for like plans from the individual companies can be combined. 
This can be accomplished only by proper coding. The codes that will be 
used in the procedures outlined will identify the company data which can 
then be translated into codes that will have to be devised in order to 
gather inter-company statistics. It is possible for a standard coding 
system to be developed and adopted for use by all companies, which 
would make it a great deal easier to gather the information. 
The flexibility found in punch card methods would make the 
adoption of such a change very easy and could be accomplished by the use 
of machines. 
All companies are aware of the important part that electronic 
machines will play in the gathering of vi tal statistics in the future. 
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With the amazing developments that are taking place, many carriers will 
probably wonder whether or not it would be wise to make any changes in· 
present procedures until they are sure of what the future will bring. 
No matter what type of machine may be developed, the data to be processed 
will have to be transferred from the source documents to some media which 
will make it readily available for processing. The punch card is still 
considered to be one of the best means for accomplishing this. The new 
electronic data processing machines are designed to have the information 
fed into them by either punch cards or a magnetic tape. If tapes are 
used, · the data contained in cards can be transferred to tapes. There-
fore, to adopt a plan similar to the one which has been presented here, 
would not only make available vitally needed information, but would al-
so place procedures and records in order for easy adaptability to machines 
of the future. 
Part III 
I. Appendix 
86. 
Group Insurance in Force in Continentcd United States, By Years, 1945-53 
p Life1 
1ployee Coverage 
1945', . .. .... . . ... ..... . 
1947 . ... . .. . . .. ..... .. . 
1949 . ..... . .... .. .. . .. . 
1951. ......... . ....... . 
1958 .. .. . . .. .. ..... ... . 
pendents' coverage 
1949 . . .. . ............. . 
1951 .. .. .. .... .. .. ... . . 
1958 . .. . . . . . ..... . . ... . 
p accident and 8ickne8s 
1945 .. ... .... ..... ... . . 
1947 ... . ... .. .. ... .. .. . 
1949 ................. · .. 
1951 . ... .. .... . ... ... . . 
1958 .. . . . ............. . 
p hospital expense 
1ployee coverage 
1945 . .. .... . . .. .... ... . 
1947 .. . . ..... ......... . 
1949 .. . . .... ... . ... . .. . 
1951. .... ... . ... . . ... . . 
1958 . ...... . .. . . . ... . . . 
pendents' coverage 
1945 .. . .. . . .. ... . . .... . 
1947 ..... . . ..... . ..... . 
1949 ..... .. . .. . .. . .... : 
1951 . ... . . .. .. . ....... . 
1958 ........... . ..... . . 
p rnrgical e:cpense 
tployee coverage 
1945 ...... ..... . ...... . 
1947 .. . . . ......... .. .. . 
1949 . . .. .... .... . .. ...• 
1951 ... . .... . .. ....... . 
1958 ........ . .... ..... . 
pendents' coverage 
1945 ........ ... ... .... . 
1947 .. . . . ........ . .... . 
1949 . . .... ......... .. . ; 
1951. . . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . 
1953 .. ... .. .. . . .. .... . . 
p medical e:cpense 
1ployee coverage 
1945 ..... . . .. ......... . 
1947 .... . .. .... . ...... . 
1949 . . .. ... ....... .. . . . 
1951 ... . . ..... . .. ..... . 
1958 ....... · .. .. ... .... . 
pendents'coverage 
1945 . .. ... .... . .. .. . .. . 
1947 .. ................ . 
1949 . ... . . .... ... ... . . . 
1951 . ..... . : ..... ... . . . 
1958 . .. ... . .. ......•... 
p major medical e:cptNUJB 
1ployee coverage 
1952 .. .. .. .... ... .. . .. . 
1958 . .. .. ... .... . . .... • 
pendents' coverage 
1952 . . .... ... . . . . . . .. . . 
1958 ..... .. .. .. ... . ... . 
p accidental death and 
memberment 
1945 . .. .... .. ..... .... . 
1947 ...... . .. ... . ..... . 
1949 ... .... . . . . . ...... . 
1951. . . ........ .. ... .. . 
1958 .................. . 
Number of Contracts 
Totnl 
in }l.,orce 
30,00'l 
89,310 
50,550 
61,160 
74,450 
uo 
450 
980 
l!S,059 
85,580 
66,400 
!W8,100 
217,500 
20,389 
27,750 
40,320 
64,300 
69,990 
10,849 
16,050 
'l7,890 
5!l,l!20 
60,970 
18,986 
'l5,610 
89,810 
65,540 
71,910 
7,350 
11,510 
'l5,040 
49,730 
61,210 
'l,OHo 
4,180 
7,580 
22,700 
l!8,570 
508 
580 
2,930 
12,200 
22,610 
4~0 
650 
400 
610 
21,006 
24,880 
82,840 
48,920 
57,190 
Index: 
19~5 -too 
100.0 
181.0 
168.5 
'l08.9 
248.2 
. 166.7a 
800.0a 
658.Sa 
100.0 
154.8 
l!88.0 
880.8 
948.~ 
100.0 
186.1 
197.8 
815.8 
848.8 
100.0 
147.9 
257.1 
481.8 
562.0 
100.0 
185.2 
207.6 
846.1 
879.8 
100.0 
156.6 
840.7 
676.6 
83~.8 
100.0 
~07.5 
876.4 
1,127.1 
1,418.6 
100.0 
114.2 
576.8 
2,401.6 
4,450.8 
100.0e 
154.8e 
IOO.Oe 
15!t.5e 
100.0 
115.8 
156.8 
282.9 
~72.8 
Number of Em(Jloyees Insured 
Totnl 
Insured 
11,81!9,888 
14,982,000 
16,971,000 
20,894,000 
'l5,859,000 
119,000 
867,000 
711,000 
5,9'l1,S60 
8,877,000 
10,260,000 
16,835,000 
18,739,000 
4,871,350 
7,110,000 
8,500,000 
1'l,l32,000 
14,186,000 
8,4S2,3'l0 
7,080,000 
9,197,000 
14,531,000 
19,3'l4,000 
8,948,565 
6,529,000 
8,396,000 
l'l,586,000 
14,930,000 
1,587,669 
4,574,000 
7,194,000 
18,790,000 
19,046,000 
335,152 
852,000 
1,712,000 
4,530,000 
6,770,000 
97,876 
246,000 
1,024,000 
3,416,000 
6,960,000 
289,000 
514,000 
248,000 
5l!B,OOO 
8,709,071 
4,!l7'9,000 
6,669,000 
9,47'0,000 
11,834;000 
Index: 
1946-100 
100.0 
181.8 
140.8 
184.4 
22.8.8 
150.6a 
464.6a 
OOO.Oa 
100.0 
141.5 
178.8 
l!84.3 
816.5 
100.0 
162.6 
194.4 
277.5 
824.5 
100.0 
206.3 
268.0 
428.4 
563.0 
100.0 
165.4 
212.6 
818.7 
378.1 
100.0 
l!88.1 
453.1 
868.6 
1,199.6 
100.0 
'l54.2 
510.8 
1,351.6 
'l,020.0 
100.0 
UI.S 
1,046.'l 
3,490.1 
7,111.0 
100.0e 
177.9e 
100.0e 
'l17.3e 
100.0 
134.'l 
179.8 
255.8 
319.1 
Average 
Number of 
I~mplo:yees 
per Policy 
878 
880 
886 
M'l 
841 
476 
816 
7'l6 
257 
'l85 
155 
88 
86 
214 
256 
211 
188 
'lOS 
816 
441 
880 
278 
817 
l!09 
255 
214 
192 
208 
216 
897 
l!87 
'l77 
811 
166 
l!04 
226 
200 
287 
198 
424 
849 
280 
808 
688 
791 
608 
866 
177 
205 
203 
194 
207 
~ce: Compiled from Annual Reports. of L ife Insurance Association of America 
ot including group indebtedness or wholcaale life 
b Weekly ucnefit 
o Duily Utmcfit 
d Mn:timuiU surgical benefit ,48=100 
Table VII 
Amount of Insurance 
Tot a 
in Force 
(000 dollaro) 
22,426,7U 
82,194,900 
89,9'l5,600 
M,l!SS,OOO 
72,501,000 
58,200 
178,000 
412,400 
100,880b 
162,100b 
2l!8,400b 
4l!S,800b 
588,000b 
19,989c 
86,800c 
50,400c 
88,900c 
119,600c 
18,914c 
82,900c 
5'l,600c 
102,000c 
158,400c 
579,081d 
959,'l9'ld 
1,816,700d 
'l,S'l7 ,600d 
8,112,900d 
207,868d 
568,200d 
1,061,700d 
2,340,100d 
8,680,500d 
n.a. 
n .a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n .a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n .a. 
6,407,85Sf 
9,601,000f 
1'l,975,800f 
19,539,400f 
'l6,314,000f 
Index: 
1946-100 
100.0 
148.6 
178.0 
241.8 
8l!S.8 
140.6a 
4SO.Oa 
996.1a 
100.0 
160.8 
226.5 
420.8 
5l!8.6 
100.0 
182.1 
'l52.8 
445.9 
599.8 
100.0 
l!S6.5 
878.0 
788.1 
907.0 
100.0 
165.7 
227.4 
401.9 
537.6 
100.0 
274.0 
512.0 
1,1l!8.5 
1,774.9 
100.0 
149.8 
202.5 
304.9 
410.7 
• 19~2 - 100 
f Principal sum 
n.a. Not available 
11'ee::u: 
per 
Employee 
(dollan) 
1,979.52 
2,166.10 
2,852.58 
2,595.68 
2,868.98 
489.08 
485.01 
580.08 
17.08b 
19.S5b 
22.26b 
25.17b 
28.44b 
4.56c 
li.11c 
5.98o 
7.8Sc 
8.48c 
4.05c 
4.65c 
5.72c 
7.02c 
7.940 
146.66d 
146.98d 
156.8l!d 
184.94d 
208.504 
· 180.61d 
124.2l!d 
147.58d 
169.70d 
198.24d 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n .a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n .a. 
l.727.62.f 
1,928.80/ 
1,945.69/ 
2,068.29/ 
2,2~3.59/ 
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